We present a cluster model to describe the localization of hot charge carriers on the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface, which leads to (nonlocal) desorption of chlorobenzene molecules in scanning tunneling microscope (STM) manipulation experiments. The localized charge carriers are modeled by a small cluster. By means of quantum chemical calculations, this cluster model explains many experimental findings from STM manipulation. We show that the negative charge is mainly localized in the surface, while the positive one also resides on the molecule. Both resonances boost desorption: In the negative resonance the adatom is elevated; in the positive one the chemisorption bond between the silicon surface adatom and chlorobenzene is broken. We find normal modes promoting desorption matching experimental low-temperature activation energies for electron-and hole-induced desorption. One of these model system is chlorobenzene on Si(111)-7 × 7, which has been subject to intensive studies like similar systems-for instance, benzene or toluene-on the same surface. Desorption [15] of chlorobenzene from a Si(111)-7 × 7 surface can be induced in a one-electron (positive surface bias voltage) or a one-hole process (negative bias voltage) and is to a large extent nonlocal [13, 16] . Also, dissociation of the carbon-chlorine bond has been reported in either a two-electron process [17] or a thermally assisted one-electron process [18] . The theoretical modeling of STM manipulations often relies on the description of so-called inelastic electron tunneling and is therefore local in nature. For such modeling one either couples the tunneling electrons to permanent dipole moments of the adsorbate [19] , or transient occupation of negative or positive ion resonances [20] is assumed, in either the below- [19] [20] [21] [22] or the above-threshold limit [23] [24] [25] . Such models often rely on a few representative potential energy surfaces for the relevant states, similar to models well established in surface photochemistry [26, 27] .
Manipulations of single molecules or atoms with the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] are not only important for nanotechnology in general and information technology in particular. They also offer well-controlled model systems for reactions at surfaces or interfaces induced by charge carriers with low energies on the order of a few eV. Such reactions, like the breaking of DNA strands [10] or photocatalytic water splitting [11] , are relevant for a broad range of fields. Therefore, a number of elementary reaction steps-for instance, dissociation [12] , desorption [13] , and bond formation [14] -have been studied with and induced by STM.
One of these model system is chlorobenzene on Si(111)-7 × 7, which has been subject to intensive studies like similar systems-for instance, benzene or toluene-on the same surface. Desorption [15] of chlorobenzene from a Si(111)-7 × 7 surface can be induced in a one-electron (positive surface bias voltage) or a one-hole process (negative bias voltage) and is to a large extent nonlocal [13, 16] . Also, dissociation of the carbon-chlorine bond has been reported in either a two-electron process [17] or a thermally assisted one-electron process [18] . The theoretical modeling of STM manipulations often relies on the description of so-called inelastic electron tunneling and is therefore local in nature. For such modeling one either couples the tunneling electrons to permanent dipole moments of the adsorbate [19] , or transient occupation of negative or positive ion resonances [20] is assumed, in either the below- [19] [20] [21] [22] or the above-threshold limit [23] [24] [25] . Such models often rely on a few representative potential energy surfaces for the relevant states, similar to models well established in surface photochemistry [26, 27] .
In this paper we report cluster calculations aiming at the characterization of the negative and positive ion resonances involved in the nonlocal STM-induced desorption of chlorobenzene from Si(111)-7 × 7. These investigations are driven by recent experimental findings [2, 4, [28] [29] [30] . Here we focus on (i) the geometric changes and charge localizations * klamroth@uni-potsdam.de in the relevant resonances driving the nonlocal desorption at negative and positive bias voltages and (ii) the origin of the measured low-temperature thermal activation energies. In the most recent experimental works the nonlocal desorption from Si(111)-7 × 7 was investigated for toluene (driven by holes) [2] and for chlorobenzene, toluene, and benzene (driven by electrons) [4] . It was shown that the distance and temperature dependence of electron-driven desorption can be described by a model of hot surface-charge diffusion. The threshold voltage for this process was determined as 1.4 V. The hole-driven desorption could also be successfully modeled by a diffusion process, which succeeds an initial period of coherent charge expansion, i.e., ballistic hole transport near the injection site (<15 nm), which leads to smaller reaction probabilities. For holes, a threshold surface bias of −1.2 V was reported. In Ref. [28] it was shown that the hole-driven desorption of toluene from Si(111)-7 × 7 is closely related to the excitation of the surface silicon adatom for positive bias voltage. For the thermally activated one-electron-driven process in Ref. [29] , a low-temperature activation energy of (21 ± 4) meV was determined for chlorobenzene. Recently, a refined analysis gave an activation energy of (13 ± 3) meV for electrons, while new experiments gave a low-temperature thermal activation energy of (60 ± 10) meV for holes [30] , also for chlorobenzene. Up to this point in time the origin of these vibrational enhancements has been unclear. In this paper, we present calculations, which show the charge localizations and geometrical changes in the resonance states and explain the low-temperature thermal activation energies for desorption as well as the connection of the hole-driven desorption to the surface silicon adatom excitation.
In Ref. [32] we applied cluster models to chlorobenzene on Si(111)-7 × 7 in order to calculate the electronic structure of chemi-and physisorbed chlorobenzene, which forms a foundation for the current work. Cluster models also have been successfully applied to other STM-manipulations of hydrocarbons on silicon surfaces, for instance benzene on Si(100) [23] or cyclooctadien on Si(100) [21] . For chlorobenzene on Si(111)-7 × 7 we computed a value-at that time unexpected-of ≈1.6 eV for the chemisorption energy at the B3LYP [33] level of theory together with Grimmes D3 dispersion correction [34] . In Ref. [35] a value of 1.0 eV was reported based on thermal desorption spectra. Recent timelapse STM experiments [36] found, however, that the formerly used preexponential factor was too small and determined a revised chemisorption energy of ≈1.4 eV, in good agreement with our calculations. In these calculations a rather large cluster was used with 67 silicon atoms of the faulted half of the unit cell. We will use this cluster as a reference here (termed "large cluster" in the following). In Ref. [32] all degrees of freedom of the large cluster were relaxed. Here, we fix the coordinates of the saturating hydrogen atoms as done for the small cluster (see below).
We use a smaller cluster to simulate localized hot charge carriers. We start from a centrosymmetric unit cell reported in Ref. [31] , based on a density functional theory slab calculation of the so-called dimer-adatom-stacking fault structure [37] . We use the two top double layers of the faulted half of the units cell shown in Fig. 1(a) . This half contains nine so-called adatoms (Si a ) and three rest atoms (Si r ). The lines show the cuts made to obtain the small cluster containing a center adatom, one rest atom, and all silicon atoms with maximal "two bonds distance" to these. All Si-Si bonds cut were saturated with hydrogen atoms, which were fixed such that the resulting H-Si bond points in the same direction as the broken Si-Si bond with a Si-H bond length of 1.51Å. Apart from the fixed Cartesian coordinates of the hydrogen atoms, all other degrees of freedom were fully optimized if not stated otherwise. In this way, we obtain a small cluster having 21 silicon atoms saturated by 34 hydrogen atoms. With this small cluster, we model localized, hot charge carriers at the surface, simply by setting the charge to +1 or −1 in the quantum chemical calculations. We avoid the calculation of charged excited states of the extended surface by this procedure within our cluster approach. In addition, these excited states would need to be , and neutral (c) system. For the neutral system, the labels used for special atoms are given. For the cluster atoms the colors used are the same as in Fig. 1 ; the chlorine atom of the molecule (in ortho position to C a ) is shown in green and the carbon atoms in gray.
in a superposition in order to represent a localized hot charge carrier. We calculate ionization potentials (IPs) and electron affinities (EAs) for the small cluster and the large cluster, which we take as a representation for the extended surface, in order to estimate the excitation energy of the hot charge carriers represented by the charged small cluster. The differences between the IPs and EAs are taken as a rough measure for the energy needed to form the localized resonance, i.e., the hot charge carrier (see below). The requirements for the small cluster, which follow from this procedure, are (i) it should describe the chemisorption in the neutral state correctly and (ii) yield resonance energies in the right range compared with experiment.
We performed all calculations at the B3LYP-D3/6-31G* level of theory as implemented in GAUSSIAN09 [38] . The results of Ref. [32] indicate that a basis set of double-ζ quality is sufficient if counterpoise corrections (CPCs) [39] are applied to adsorption energies. The optimized chemisorption geometries are shown in Fig. 2 for the anionic (a), cationic (b), and neutral (c) systems. In all calculations the most stable structural configuration for the neutral system is used, i.e., the one with the chlorine ortho to the carbon atom bound to the silicon adatom (C a ). For the neutral small cluster we get 1.443 eV chemisorption energy compared with 1.639 eV for the large one (both with CPC). Thus, even the small cluster is still capable of describing the electronic structure of the chemisorbed system.
In contrast, for the charged clusters we get large differences between the adsorption energies, 0.088 eV for the anionic small cluster and 0.433 eV for the cationic one, compared with 1.526 and 1.576 eV for the corresponding large clusters (all values with CPC). If one compares the vertical EA and IP for the chemisorbed systems computed by SCF (delta self consistent field), one gets a 1.91-eV higher IP and a 2.18-eV lower EA for the small cluster compared with the large cluster. As stated above, these values represent a rough estimate of the excess energies of localized hot charge carriers, as represented by the charged small cluster, and are within the experimental energy range. As already mentioned, threshold surface bias voltages of 1.4 V (electrons) [4] and −1.2 V (holes) [2] are TABLE I. Selected bond lengths for chemisorption (C) and selected physisorption (P) minima of the neutral, anionic, and cationic small cluster. All values given inÅ. For the labeling of the atoms, see Fig. 2(c) . found for the resonance-driven desorption, which correspond to minimal excess energies of 1.4 eV for electrons and 1.2 eV for holes. We calculated the electrostatic potential derived charges (ESP charges) [40, 41] for the optimized geometries shown in Fig. 2 in order to clarify where the additional charge is localized. In case of the neutral system, we obtain for the small cluster a net charge transfer from the cluster to the molecule. This is reflected by a sum of ESP charges of −0.213 e on the adsorbate. This is nearly identical to the large cluster, where we find −0.286 e. For the anionic small cluster we find that only −0.063 e of the additional one electron charge is on the adsorbate and the main part of the hot electron is in the surface, to a large extent on the adatom (Si a ) and the Si atom below the adatom (Si b ). In contrast, we find +0.286 e of the excess positive charge, i.e., the one hole, on the molecule for the cationic small cluster. As expected, the additional negative and positive charges sit nearly completely in the large cluster (±0.970 e).
The different charge localizations for the small cluster are nicely reflected by the geometrical changes induced by the localized hot charges, as shown in Fig. 2 . Selected bond lengths in the neutral system and charged systems are given in Table I , for both the chemisorbed molecule (C) and the selected physisorption (P) minima. The labeling of the atoms is given in Fig. 2(c) . As one can see, the bond from chlorobenzene to the rest atom, R Si r -C r , is not substantially changed by the negative or the positive charge for the chemisorbed systems. In contrast, the bond to the adatom, R Si a -C a , is increased by 0.927Å in the cationic system, but nearly unchanged in the anion. For the anion the main changes occur in the cluster; specifically, the adatom is lifted out of the surface. This leads to a 0.397-Å longer bond between the adatom and the atom vertically below, Si v , and to a 0.232-Å larger distance to the atom diagonally behind the adatom, Si d . For the large cluster all changes in the corresponding bond lengths are well below 0.01 A in magnitude. This also indicates, together with the small changes in the chemisorption energies for the large cluster, that the charge localization in the direction normal to the surface in the large cluster-which is comparable to the one in the small cluster-is of minor importance for the chemisorption. Thus, we conclude that a significant component of the positive hot charge is located on the adsorbate and lifts one end of the molecule directly away from the surface. However, the negative hot charge is mainly localized in the surface and pushes the adsorbate away from the surface through an elevation of the adatom. This is in agreement with the experimental results in Ref. [28] . There it was shown that the hole-induced desorption is connected to an excitation of the adatom.
In order to characterize the origin of the low-temperature activation energies for nonlocal desorption via electrons, (13 ± 3) meV, and holes, (60 ± 10) meV [30] , we performed a normal mode analysis for the neutral small cluster. We artificially set the mass of the fixed hydrogens used for saturation to be 10 15 amu (1.66 × 10 −12 kg) for these calculations. A single excitation of a vibration with a frequency corresponding to a few tens of meV is a very small energy compared with the chemisorption energy in the neutral state, in which the desorption is most likely to occur due to the very short lifetimes of hot charge carriers. Therefore, we assume that the desorption is enhanced by vibrational preexcitation, due to an enhanced probability to form the localized hot charge carrier. A displacement in a suitable normal coordinate towards the resonance geometry should lower the energy difference between the neutral and the resonance states and lead to larger overlaps between vibrational wave functions in both states. In that way, the formation of the localized hot charge carrier can be enhanced. Therefore, the linear transit coordinate between optimized charged systems and the neutral geometry is projected on the normal coordinates, as done in Ref. [42] . The modes with a sizable contribution to the linear transit path in the range of the experimental activation energies are compared with the geometrical changes due to charging discussed in the previous paragraph. Note that a direct identification of the important modes from the magnitude of the projection coefficients is difficult, because (i) the reduced mass of the respective mode enters through the normalization and (ii) the linear transit path here is a large amplitude motion, along which the character of the normal modes might change substantially. By this procedure we were able to identify the two normal modes sketched in Fig. 3 . In panel (a), a normal mode at 500.0 cm −1 (61.99 meV) is shown, which is basically a molecular mode, but nevertheless contains a large R Si a -C a elongation. This mode should promote the transition to the localized, hot cation. As a promoting mode for the anion, we find an adatom wagging mode at 96.5 cm −1 (11.96 meV), which is displayed in Fig. 3(b) . The energies of these modes are remarkably similar to the experimental values. The two vibrations shown here will not be represented by single normal modes on an extended surface; instead they will couple to several phonon modes. For instance, we find substantial contributions of the Si a -C a stretch in more than ten modes between 490 and 505 cm −1 in the large cluster, while the adatom wag is still fairly represented by a single mode at 91.3 cm −1 . However, the energetic positions of such localized vibrational resonances should not change significantly in an extended system, because the energy is mainly determined by the strength of the local chemical bonds and the masses of the involved atoms.
Several experimental findings have also been reported for physisorbed chlorobenzene molecules [30, 43] and the clean Si(111)-7 × 7 surface. Thus, we calculated optimized physisorption geometries for the neutral and charged systems shown in Fig. 4 . Note that there are many physisorption minima, all with comparable energies. In Fig. 4 , we show the ones geometrically closest to the neutral chemisorption minimum energy configuration. We obtain physisorption energies of 0.497 eV for the neutral system, 0.593 eV for the cation, and 0.316 eV for the anion (all values with CPC). As we get chemisorption energies of 0.088 eV for the anion and 0.433 eV for the cation (see above), this means that physisorption is energetically preferred over chemisorption for the localized charges. The corresponding bond lengths can be found in Table I . One can see that the added positive charge does not influence the physisorption very much. The large changes in R Si r -C r and R Si a -C a are mostly due to an in-plane rotation of the adsorbate compared with the chemisorption configuration. For the anion, one again finds an adatom elevation, which pushes part of the chlorobenzene away from the surface [see Finally, we report, as an independent confirmation of the validity of our cluster model, the calculated energy of the transition state between the shown neutral chemisorption and physisorption minima. An energy of 1.05 eV (with CPC) was found relative to the chemisorption minimum in good agreement with the experimental value of 1.19 ± 0.03 eV [36] obtained from adsorption-site-specific time-lapse STM. This relates to the activation energy for the thermally assisted one-electron dissociation of the carbon-chlorine bond [12] .
To summarize, we presented a cluster model which can explain many experimental findings for the nonlocal STM manipulation of chlorobenzene on Si(111)-7 × 7. We estimated from calculated IPs and EAs that the energies of the models for hot charge carriers are in the right energy range. Both resonances, the negative and the positive ion, induce geometry changes, which ultimately point towards desorption of the adsorbate. The negative ion is localized in the silicon surface, not on the molecule. Moreover, we find normal modes promoting desorption, with different character for the positive and negative ion resonances, in both cases with energies matching the experimental low-temperature activation energies found in nonlocal desorption measurements. Finally, the cluster model yields chemisorption and physisorption energies in line with experiments, as well as the barrier between chemisorption and physisorption states. The negative ion resonance of the clean cluster promotes adatom excitation, again in agreement with experimental results. All these points indicate that our cluster calculations are able to characterize not only the chemisorption ground state but also the short-lived charged resonances. As a next step and further test, we plan to build on this cluster model approach and to develop an open quantum system dynamics model for this system. T.K. and M.U. acknowledge financial support from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through Grant No. KL-1387/3-1. R.E.P. acknowledges financial support from the EPSRC and many enjoyable discussions with Scott Holmes.
